Jesuit High School Math Community FAQ

Will I receive credit for Jesuit’s Math Community courses?

Math Community courses that do not take place in the summer are not for credit.

How will I access my course?

Students access courses through Canvas, the classroom management software system that Jesuit uses. Students will receive an email with instructions for logging into their course through Canvas. The course’s Canvas page will include a Zoom link for the course’s class meetings.

What materials will I need?

Course materials will be accessed online through Canvas.

What if I have a question to ask about my class?

Before the class begins you will receive an email address to contact your instructor.

If I will be attending Jesuit High School in the fall, will I still need to take a challenge exam if I complete a course with Jesuit’s Math Community?

Yes. The three-part geometry series covers the material that is included on Jesuit’s Geometry Challenge Exam; however, the classes do not include the in-person evaluations Jesuit uses in courses for advancement. These classes are excellent opportunities to prepare for the on-campus challenge exams.

Will Jesuit’s Math Community courses affect my GPA?

No. Some Math Community courses provide grades in order to give students feedback on their performance; however, the grades will not be included on a Jesuit transcript.

Does enrollment in Jesuit’s Math Community affect admissions into Jesuit High School?

No. Jesuit’s Math Community is not connected to Jesuit High School’s admissions process.

https://www.jesuitportland.org/academics/math-community